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Captain Fennell -- look for him driving his black charger.
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Our area is predominately bedroom communities with light industrial mixed in.

The largest place of public assembly is the Santa Anita Race Track in Arcadia.

Rail lines include: the Union Pacific Railroad Alhambra Subdivision which is part of the Alameda Corridor East and

the Metrolink San Bernardino line.
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Like many stations, our radio room is located deep down in the station.
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The Temple station radio room received two new 2-Meter radios at the start of 2011.
Photo taken during a Countywide net.
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We use the best paper and pencils we can scrounge.
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Plus: Most of city stations that check in were not on the list a few years ago.

Minus: The city stations that used to check in are not there – South El Monte the CRO SK with no replacement, Alhambra
used to check in – we hope to get them back, Duarte & Bradbury CRO became DCO for a while and we are working on
restoring our relationship with these cities and developing relationships with other cities in our area. 1998 lost DCO and
had no Edward Zero anyone for a time. Three DCOs have come and gone since.
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Arcadia has a well equipped EOC.
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Temple City has a nicely equipped EOC
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One of the few Los Angeles County Fire stations with a radio. Classic closet station – remove vacuum cleaners – insert
operator.
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Three events worked from Temple: Duarte Route 66 parade, Temple Station Mug Run and Temple City Camilla Parade.

2010 Mug Run 5 members participated, 2011 Camellia Parade seven from Temple and two from CVS (stations working
together from drills), We were not part of Duarte’s 2010 Route 66 Parade; they decided to rely on their teen volunteers.
We expect to be invited back in the future.
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Temple Station briefing room. We had five members for Mug Run, 9 for the Camellia Parade – including two from
Crescenta Valley.

A direct result of the cooperation between stations being formed through the simplex drills.
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Flyover at the start of the parade. Building in background to the left of Palm trees is Temple Station.

Check in and walk to your assignment!
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District 5 members are involved in many DCS events and activations such as the County Elections, Station Fire, All Souls
and MTA exercise.

If something is happening, chances are District Five members are part of the action.
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That’s all folks!
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